
INSTALLATION GUIDE
honDA CIVIC X CHARGE PIPE KIT

Tools Required:
Trim removal tool
3/8ths socket
8mm socket
10mm socket
Phillips and flat head screw driver
3/8ths ratchet

WHat’s in the box:
1x MAP Charge Pipe Hot Side - Upper
1x MAP Charge Pipe Hot Side - Lower
1x MAP Charge Pipe Cold Side - Upper
1x MAP Charge Pipe Cold Side - Lower
3x 2.5” T-bolt Clamps (OEM, 5X MAP)
1x 2.25” T-bolt Clamp (MAP)
5x  2” T-bolt Clamps (OEM, 4x MAP)
1x 2” - 2.5” Reducer Coupler (OEM)
1x 2.5” Straight Coupler
1x 2.5” Bubble Straight Coupler 
1x 2.25”-2.5” 45* Coupler (MAP)
1x 2” 45* Coupler
1x  2” Straight Coupler
4x M6x1.0 Flange Bolts (OEM, MAP HAS 2x)
1x 1/8 NPT Plug
1x Barb Fitting

1. Remove front bumper 2. Remove intake, this may vary depending 
on which intake you are currently using



5. Remove 2 bolts securing the upper 
half of charge bolts to the engine 
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7. Loosen clamp holding the coupler on the upper charge pipe to the throttle body.
remove the assembly from the vehicle. All OEM coldside charge piping should be removed by this step  

3. Remove 2 10mm bolts securing lower charge pipe onto intercooler  - This step may 
vary if using MAP intercooler, you will remove the clamp, coupler and pipe instead  

4. Remove clamps securing lower charge pipe to 
the coupler and remove the lower charge pipe 

6. Remove the vacuum line and the 2 sensor 
connectors on the upper charge pipe
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8. Install included straight coupler and 
clamps onto throttle body

9. Install Lower charge pipe on the inter-
cooler, there are 2 configuration we offer

9a. Using the stock intercooler, install the Optional stock intercooler lower 
charge pipe with reducer coupler to adapt to your new upper charge pipe 

9b. Using The MAP intercooler, install elbow 
coupler onto the intercooler, then install the 
lower charge pipe into the elbow coupler, lastly 
installing the straight coupler onto the end of 
the lower pipe. Secure with included clamps. 
There is a specific orientation the lower charge 
pipe must be in, use the pictures as a reference 
to how it should be positioned  

10. Install your upper cold side charge pipe, slipping into the couplers on the 
throttle body and the lower charge pipe, secure with included clamps

11. Go back to your OEM charge pipes 
and remove the IAT sensor and Pres-
sure sensor from the charge pipe. 
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12. Reinstall these sensors into the upper charge pipe along with the barb fitting 
for the vacuum line. reinstall the vacuum line onto barb fitting (as pictured)

13. Install diverter valve onto upper charge pipe securing it to the 
flange with the included clamp 

14. Install MAP optional recirculating 
intake kit.

14a. Install intake couper and pipe with air filter 
onto turbo inlet, secure with included clamps

*If you are not using an aftermarket 
diverter valve or recirculating blow off 
valve you can reinstall your intake and 
jump to step 17

14b. Secure mounting tab on the intake to the mount 
on the chassis with the bolt you removed earlier

14c. Transfer your MAF sensor from your old intake 
kit to the new MAP recirculation intake 



16. Cut the vacuum line pictured and install the included vacuum T. This line will be running from the intake manifold to the red 
and black cylinder on the cylinder head. This will allow you to run a vacuum line from the T onto your BOV.
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17. Remove hotside charge pipes by re-
moving clamp securing to turbo outlet 
and 2 bolts from intercooler inlet, 
then rotate charge pipe out the bottom 
of the bumper

15. Clock your BOV so the recirculation exit is pointing to the inlet on the intake, measure and cut the 
supplied 1.5” coupler to secure the outlet and inlet together, attach with included clamps

18. Install inc. elbow coupler to turbo 
outlet. secure with inc. t bolt clamp

19. Install pictured hot side charge pipe into 
the elbow coupler, secure with clamps loosely 
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THank you for choosing maperformance!

If you have any problems or concerns during installation of this product, feel free to call or email us: 

1-888-MAPERFORMANCE
support@maperformance.com

Show us some photos! @maperformance / #maperformance

19. continued 20. Install 90 hot side charge pipe into intercooler (this is the same with the map intercool-
er and oem) secure with 2 bolts removed earlier. Install inc. coupler and place clamps on it

21. Slide the upper and lower pipes together and secure 
with the coupler and clamps.

22. Reinstall your bumper, following the steps 
you followed in step #1 in reverse order 


